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• Amendment or Revocation procedure that can easily be accomplished

o writing signed by settlor/trustor and delivered to trustee

• Can easily be prepared by a third party

• Allows for a savvy litigator to argue that a document is testamentary when it 
may not have intended to be so

• Can be satisfied even if the third party is not aware of what the original 
document requires or even if there is an original document

Procedure for Amendment/Revocation of Trust/Will



Instead
• Add requirements that a third-party may not readily think about or that 

require the settlor/trustor to go beyond just signing a document so as to 
evidence that the amendment actually reflects their intention
o requiring mailing by certified mail to the acting trustee
o requiring delivery upon both settlors
o requiring notarization
o requiring the writing to specify the Trust instrument

o be aware of PC 15401 and 15402 and related case law regarding 
“exclusive method” of revocation/amendment
• the statutory procedure may still be used (writing, signed, 

delivered)

• Any litigation arising would likely raise legal rather than factual issues and 
may be resolved faster

Procedure for Amendment/Revocation of Trust/Will



• Think about ability for the settlors to easily make changes to their estate plan 

when they want to vs. opportunity for manipulation

• Be mindful of interplay between powers of appointment and 

amendment/revocation rights 

o if the POA powers are less strict than the amendment powers, then may be 

able to get around the amendment requirements by arguing that the writing is 

an exercise of a POA

o There may be statutory requirements that apply for a POA to be valid, e.g., it 

must specifically reference the document that created the POA, if the creating 

document so requires (PC 632)

• Married couples

o Failure to specify separate amendment/revocation procedures when both 

spouses are living versus when only one spouse is living

Procedure for Amendment/Revocation of Trust/Will



• Due to the high estate tax exclusion, mandatory A/B trusts are no longer 

necessary for most individuals

• Many surviving spouses do not allocate the trust estate upon their spouse’s 

death which can lead to litigation down the line after the survivor dies

o Survivor amends the survivor’s trust to change the benes of A Trust and 

the B Trust benes may have been harmed by the failure to allocate

o Records may not be available to determine what assets should have been 

allocated to the B Trust

Mandatory A/B Trusts



Instead
• Consider defaulting to disclaimer trusts which provides more flexibility for 

clients

o May not be ideal for spouses who have children from other relationships 

or want to ensure their own disposition rights on death

o Where mandatory A/B Trusts are necessary, consider building in 

additional language to address a failure to allocate

o a minimum amount that should be allocated to the B Trust, or a fixed 

amount of damages payable from the A to B Trust

Mandatory A/B Trusts



• Most trusts include a provision that generally states that the character of property 

added to the trust by each spouse will be retained 

o If this language is used, it is important for either Schedule A or some other 

writing, like a Marital Property Agreement, to confirm which assets are separate 

so that information is preserved

o If there is no documentation regarding what the SP/CP assets are, tracing will be 

required and tracing can be very costly to the client

• Also consider a provision which effectively transmutes any property added to the 

trust to community property

o Marriage of Brace (2020) 9 Cal.5th 903: The adversely affected party must make an 

“ ‘express declaration’ ” in an instrument that “contains language which expressly 

states that the characterization or ownership of the property is being changed.

o Ensure client understands the effect of this

o Still prudent to document the separate property of the spouses

Community vs. Separate Property



• Evidence of the mental state of the settlor while they are alive is crucial to 

resolving many disputes

• Most trusts include a definition of capacity but merely require a letter from 2 

doctors and do not include any temporal parameters 

o Allows for the possibility of an opinion from a doctor who does not have a 

prior history with the settlor

o Elderly individuals may have moments where they are 

forgetful/confused/disoriented and may appear incapacitated but are not 

generally incapacitated

o Most trusts do not have any requirements as to how current the letters 

must be in relation to a determination of incapacity (under the trust)

Definition of Capacity



Instead 
• Consider requiring the letters to be written by either a treating physician with 

a history of treating the settlor (who would be able to establish the settlor’s 

baseline and a deviation from that baseline and the extent of any such 

deviation) or a neurologist or geriatric psychiatrist, with specialized 

knowledge in mental capacity evaluations

• Also consider requiring that the letters be obtained within a short period of 

time relative to the determination of incapacity

Definition of Capacity



• If a settlor wants to disinherit someone they had named as a beneficiary in a 

prior instrument or that one would expect to be a named beneficiary in their 

EP (child, spouse…), it is important to document why the settlor wants to 

disinherit this person

• However, the litigation is often taking place years later and the file has been 

destroyed and the planner does not recall specifics

Disinheritance of a Beneficiary Named in Prior Instrument or an Expected Heir



Instead: 

• Consider providing background information as to the reason or rationale for 

the disinheritance directly in the EP document

o This information would be essential to a litigator and may even deter 

litigation at the outset

o This may also provide the planner with sufficient information to recall the 

client or the case if deposed years later

o Depending on the circumstances, the settlor may want to tell the 

disinherited beneficiary in a written correspondence that they have been 

disinherited, so there are no surprises at the settlor’s death

Disinheritance of a Beneficiary Named in Prior Instrument or an Expected Heir



• A large part of the cases we see in litigation revolve around a trustee’s 

administration of a trust, or their failure to administer the trust for long 

periods of time

• Who acts as trustee is one of the single most important decisions that someone 

can make in relation to their EP and it often seems as though clients just 

choose their eldest child or all of the children equally without any thought 

about whether those individuals are financially savvy, responsible, or able to 

competently work together

Choice of Trustee



Instead:
• Clients should think about whether it makes sense to name a child/family member or a 

professional

o Cost at the outset vs. cost of litigation 

• Because of the lack of bond requirements for trustees, beneficiaries may not be able to recover 

damages from misconduct or mismanagement, especially if the trustee is not also a trust 

beneficiary.

• Potential for stagnation in administration if multiple individuals named and they cannot agree on 

how to act

o Matters that are not even in dispute can often take several months to be resolved, let alone 

disputed matters which can take 2 years or longer to resolve

Choice of Trustee



Beneficiary Rights

• Beneficiaries are in a disadvantaged position when the trustee or executor 
breaches their duties. 
• Beneficiaries have to spend their own money to right wrongs while 

watching the trustee use trust assets to defend a potentially viable claim. 
• Beneficiaries may also not have the resources to fund the litigation.



Beneficiary Rights

Instead:
• Consider adding an attorney’s fees provision for disputes between benes and 

trustees or 
• Adding a clause requiring the trustee to advance (chargeable against the 

beneficiary’s share) the reasonable expenses of the beneficiaries’ litigation 
expenses in certain claims brought that implicate the trustee (i.e., removal or 
surcharge of trustee, 850 petitions against trustee, etc.). 



No Contest Clauses

• Most trust instruments have no contest clauses and while such clauses are 

enforceable in California, their effectiveness is increasingly diminishing

o Anti-SLAPP motion (Key v. Tyler (2019) 34 Cal.App.5th 505; Urick v. Urick

(2017) 15 Cal.App.5th 1182)

o Probable cause exception under PC 21311

o Strictly construed

• CA courts have interpreted this to mean that an amendment that does 

not include a no contest clause will not incorporate the no contest 

clause of another instrument 



No Contest Clauses

Instead: 
• We are not advocating to stop including no contest clauses but put them in all 

amendments and make them specific to target most common litigation 
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